In a fascinating study, Barrera-Guzmán et al.
(1) demonstrate a hybrid origin for the golden-crowned manakin and describe a sexually dimorphic plumage trait derived in the hybrid lineage. However, their work stops short of showing that "the evolution of this unique crown-color signal likely culminated in premating isolation of the hybrid species from both parental species" (1), and indeed, this statement runs counter to theoretical expectations about the role of mate choice in speciation.
For a novel mating signal to facilitate reproductive isolation, it has to promote mating between genetically similar individuals by being more attractive to hybrid choosers and/or less attractive to parentals (2, 3). Hybrids can express signals and preferences that resemble a parent species, are phenotypically intermediate, or are entirely novel (4 (5) and empirical (6) work show mate choice can constitute a "magic trait" that quickly limits gene flow between hybrids and parents.
Instead, Barrera-Guzmán et al.
(1) argue that the crown patch of early-generation hybrid males was likely to have been unattractive to females, and that sexual selection secondarily drove the evolution of the novel trait within the hybrid population. This scenario requires processes that are predicted to hinder reproductive isolation between the nascent hybrid species and its progenitors. If the crown evolved due to female preference for overall conspicuousness, as Barrera-Guzmán et al. (1) suggest, this preference was likely shared with heterospecifics (7). Even if the preference for crowns was novel, or coevolved with the trait, a new model predicts such preferences will introgress into parental populations, facilitating gene flow (8) .
Barrera-Guzmán et al.
(1) acknowledge that preference for golden crowns could not play a role in the early divergence of the hybrid lineage, and propose a scenario whereby the golden crown and corresponding preference evolved in allopatry but now act to reinforce reproductive isolation after secondary contact. This second claim is untested, and it may be just as likely that secondary admixture has been facilitated, rather than inhibited, by this novel ornament in hybrids. Indeed, in another manakin hybrid complex, shared preferences for a derived male plumage trait have led to its asymmetric introgression (9) .
Data on mate choice, and not just sexually dimorphic signals, is critical to understanding the origin and maintenance of this species of hybrid origin. Even if female golden-crowned manakins prefer the derived signal of their own species to that of early-generation hybrids, it is crucial to understand how they respond to signals of the parental species and what parental preferences are.
Barrera-Guzmán et al.'s (1) elegant work on the morphology of the crown has important implications for understanding how hybridization shapes phenotypic evolution. Despite this, evidence is lacking that the crown drove the evolution of reproductive isolation between hybrids and parentals. There is perhaps less reason to expect that "reproductive isolation driven by crown color evolved as a consequence of the admixture event" (1) than there is to expect the opposite, that secondary admixture has been facilitated by this novel ornament.
